1. Clarity of session goals and/or purpose
2. Session content
3. Presenter delivery skill
4. Visual aids
5. Overall rating of the session

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this breakout session.

- Could be longer.
- Dr. Tobin’s guidelines and perspectives from the faculty—provided updates I’ll work on for Academic Success and Beyond workshop session content—what to advise students and expect in remote/flex learning environment.
- Good suggestions from fellow faculty.
- Great presentation.
- Great presenter and content! Love the idea of UDL for instruction.
- Great workshop!
- Information general, opinionated and limited some discussions due to his bias for his preferences. He did not really show these tendencies during the keynote.
- PAINFUL. The content could have been covered in 35-40% of the time. It was VERY hard to stay involved because of all the redundancy. I wish they had gone more in-depth on things—at a faster pace.
- Similar to the keynote, an effective presentation with good specifics. Make sure the media services and IT teams are ready for the flood of requests based on the content of the workshops/presentations. Might be good to have more coordination among areas.
- Very clear and knowledgeable explanations.
- Very informative.
- Wonderful choice for keynote and this break out was well thought out and very focused.
- Wonderful interactive session.